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In this paper I will show how the ‘glue logic’ that has been developed to help
provide a formal semantics for LFG (Dalrymple 2000) can be used to integrate se-
mantically relevant information that is distributed across multiple projections, thereby
permitting the kinds of analysis proposed in Andrews and Manning (1993, 1999) to use
conventional LFG projections (Kaplan 1995), rather than the ‘restriction projections’
proposed by Andrews and Manning. In addition to dispensing with one theoretical
innovation by means of a more aggressive use of another, I also hope to make the lat-
ter innovation, glue logic, a bit more accessible by using analternative presentation in
terms of ‘content flow’, based on the the work on proof-net correctness criteria by de
Groote (1999) and Perrier (1999). There will therefore be anab initio exposition of
glue-logic.

The elimination of restriction projections will however involve a slight change in
how glue-logic operates in LFG: the semantic projection will have to be abolished,
with semantic content being located directly at both f-structure and the a-structure level
proposed by Andrews and Manning. I believe that the content-flow interpretation made
it easier to see how to dispense with restriction-projections: if one is thinking of content
as being passed between different places in a structure, it then becomes natural to
wonder if it can be shifted between different projections, and the answer to this question
is clearly ‘yes’. Nevertheless, the content-flow interpretation of glue-logic is a matter of
presentation rather than empirical substance, and is an independent issue from multiple
projections and the elimination of the semantic projection.

The term ‘glue logic’ refers to the use of a special logic to control the process of
‘semantic assembly’ whereby the meanings of words (and perhaps in some cases at
least, grammatical constructions) are assembled to give a meaning for the whole utter-
ance. A very important point is that glue logic doesn’t say anything directly about the
meanings, and is therefore not a meaning-specification language, but merely a tool for
specifying how the meanings, whatever they are, are put together (although the tech-
nique of assembly does carry certain implications about thenature of the meanings).

The lexical and constructional meanings are initially presented as ‘meaning con-
structors’, which in the standard interpretation serve as premises for a deduction; if
from the premises a conclusion can be derived that meets certain constraints, this con-
clusion is taken to specify a meaning for the sentence. On the‘content-flow’ interpre-
tation presented here, the meaning-constructors can be viewed as ‘content processors’,
and the process of semantic assembly consists of hooking them up subject to certain
constraints, such that content for the whole sentence is produced.

The use of glue-logic for semantic assembly is closely related to the conception
of semantic types introduced into modern linguistics by Montague and his associates,
made out of the basic typese (entity) andt (truth-value) and perhaps others, combined
with function-formation (lambda-abstraction), to produced derived types for intransi-

* I am indebted to Ash Asudeh and Mary Dalrymple for discussionsome of the issues considered, all
errors are of course due to me.
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tive and transitive verbs, quantifiers and various kinds of modifiers.1

1 Proper Names and Predicates

Proper names are for example seen as producinge-type content, while intransitive verbs
consumee-content and producet-content, and so are functions frome to t, symbolized
e → t. To get the content of a sentence produced by combining a proper name and an
intransitive verb, we plug the name’se-output into the verb’se-input, and collect the
resultingt-output. Transitive verbs are treated as functions frome to intransitive verb
meanings, that is, of typee → (e → t), which we can write ase → e → t by treating
→ as right-associative. In terms of content-processing, they take in two streams of
e-content to produce one stream oft-content.2

To start converting this imagery into an actual account, onething we need to do is
allow for syntactic structure to control semantic assembly; since this application of glue
logic is to LFG, we do this by supposing that the inputs and outputs are tied to specific
locations in the f-structure (actually, quantifiers turn out to be a partial exception to
this). A proper name for example produces its output at the f-structure corresonding to
the N node that the name is introduced in, while an intransitive verb collects itse-input
at its f-structure subject, and produces itst-output at thef -structure corresponding to
the V it’s introduced under. I will symbolize this locational information by writing
f-structure-designators followed by ‘∼’ in front of the semantic type, e.g. ‘f ∼e’ for ‘ e-
content at f-structuref ’. When writing the meaning-constructors, we also use the linear
implication symbol ‘−◦’ instead of ‘→ ’, so an intransitive verb ‘signature’ might be
‘g∼ e −◦ f ∼ t’. Due to the origin of this scheme in logic, this kind of combination is
called an ‘implication’; the material to the left of the−◦ the ‘antecedent’, to the right,
the ‘consequent’. The actual form of a meaning-constructorwill then consist of:

(1) a. a ‘left hand side’ or ‘meaning term’ symbolizing the content.

b. a ‘right hand side’, ‘glue term’ or ‘signature’ specifying the information
needed to control semantic composition.

Before proceeding, I’ll mention two nonstandard features of this presentation. First,
content is normally located at a ‘semantic projection’ thatcomes off f-structure, rather
than at f-structure itself. I see no clear motivation in existing work for the semantic
projection, and it is incompatible with the use of multiple projections, to be introduced
later, so I omit it here. Furthermore it is common to omit the type information, but
since it is sometimes important, I will almost always include it.

Since the syntactic theory we’re working in is LFG, meaning-constructors are spec-
ified in the lexicon using the↑-arrow metavariable to refer to ‘the f-structure corre-
sponding to the node I am inserted under’ (this will be modified later, to accomodate

1We’ll follow tradition here and ignore matters of intensionality.
2In the ’Intuitionistic Implicational’ fragment of Linear Logic, which we’ll be working in here, it is a

basic constraint that there be only one stream of output content. To deal with anaphora, as analysed in
Dalrymple (2000) and references cited there, we need more than one, and require the somewhat broader
’Multiplicative’ fragment. A content-flow interpretationhas not yet been developed for the multiplicative
fragment, although de Groote’s correctness criterion, which this interpretation is based on, is applicable.
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multiple projections), plus the full resources of the f-structure designator notation to
specify f-structures. So the meaning-constructors for a proper name and intransitive
verb might look like this:

(2) uther : ↑∼e

sleep : (↑SUBJ)∼e −◦ ↑∼ t

If these are used in a syntactic structure, we replace the f-structure designators with
variables tagging the f-structures, getting a set of instantiated constructors such as:

(3) uther : g∼e

sleep : g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

The latter is what semantic assembly works on.
To formalize assembly, we first need a notion of ‘polarity’ tocharacterize the inputs

and outputs. There are unfortunately two opposite conventions for this in circulation;
we’ll use the one used by Gupta and Lamping (1998), since it seems more intuitive for
the content-processing interpretation.3

The glue terms of meaning-constructors are all assumed to have ‘positive polar-
ity’, meaning that from the perspective of hooking up the network, they are content-
emitters.4 Then, for implications, we have the following polarity-assignment rules:

(4) a. The antecedent of a positive implication is negative.

b. The consequent of a positive implication is positive.

Applying these principles to some constructors for a transitive verb sentence, we get
polarity assignments like this (writing the polarity of an implication under its−◦ sym-
bol):

(5) art : g∼e

+

gwen : h∼e

+

likes : h∼e −◦ (g∼e −◦ f ∼ t)
− + − + +

To help with understanding the polarity pattern with thelikes constructor, I’ve written
in its rightmost parentheses, even though these will normally be omitted in accord with
right associativity.

Now to do the assembly, we connect positive and negative ‘literals’ (the basic terms,
consisting of f-structure label and semantic type, connected with ‘∼’) with arrows going
from the positives to the negatives, until there is one positive left over, which should be
located at the f-structure for the whole sentence. Doing this to (5) yields (6):

3However, unfortunately, de Groote and Perrier, whose work this is an application of, use the opposite
convention.

4de Groote and Perrier’s opposite interpretation makes sense looking at the network from outside, where
the constructors take meaning up from the environment.
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(6) art : g∼e

gwen : h∼e

likes : h∼e −◦ g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

To get a representation for the resulting content, we procede as follows. First, we
assign content to each entire glue-term as follows:

(7) The content of the glue-side (entire glue term) of a meaning-constructor is its
meaning-side.

Using this rule, (6) becomes (8):

(8) art : g∼e

art

gwen : h∼e

gwen

like : h∼e −◦ g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

like

Then we specify rules whereby content flows along arrows, andalso is assigned to
subterms of the glue terms, starting with these:5

(9) a. The content of a positive literal propagates to a negative that it is linked to.

b. If the content of an implication isa, and of its antecedentb, then the con-
tent of its consequent isa(b) (the value of the functiona applied tob as an
argument).

Now rule (a) get us (10):

(10) art : g∼e

art

gwen : h∼e

gwen

like : h∼e −◦ g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

gwen like art

Then 2 applications of (b) produce the final result:

5Perrier (1999) showed how to use content-propagation rulesto produce logical forms.
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(11) art : g∼e

art

gwen : h∼e

gwen

like : h∼e −◦ g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

gwen like art like(gwen) like(gwen)(art)
(9b 1st) (9b 2nd)

This produces a Montague-style representation, assuming that the verb applies first to
the semantic value of the object (c.f. Marantz 1984); if we want to use some other
notation to represent lexical content, we can use lambdas, so the meaning-side for the
‘like’ constructor might for example be represented asλy.λx.like(x, y), which would
yield a final result oflike(art, gwen).

Unfortunately, just hooking up positive to negative literals isn’t sufficient, as we
can see by considering the constructors for a sentence involving a sentence adverb
such asobviously. This adverb seems to map a propositional meaning, located at the
f-structure of the clause it appears in, onto another propositional meaning, located at
the same place. So we might get something like this:

(12) uther : g∼e

sleep : g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

obvious : f ∼ t −◦ f ∼ t

You can see that alongside of the sensible hookup that deliversobvious(sleep(uther)) as
the content of the sentence, there’s a perverse hookup wherethe output ofobviousis fed
into its own input, and the output ofsleepis the unconnected ‘final’ output. Fortulately,
we can use the content-propagation rules to formulate a criterion for excluding the bad
hookup (de Groote 1999). There are actually several ways that this can be done; the
simplest is:

(13) The content of every meaning-constructor must appear in the final result

This excludes the perverse hookup and but allows the proper one.
The treatment ofobviously illustrates an important feature of the approach, which

is that there is no limit on the number of output-input connections that can be made
at a given location in f-structure: here the entire f-structure has two, getting input
from the verb and sending output toobviously, and getting input fromobviouslyand
sending the final output. It might be useful to illustrate this with a diagram which
explicitly indicates how the f-structures are serving as connection points for the inputs
and outputs:
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(14)












SUBJ
[

PRED ‘Uther’
]

e

PRED ‘Sleep’

ADJUNCT

{

[

PRED ‘Obviously’
]

}













t

t

e : Uther

e−◦ t : sleep

t−◦ t : obvious

t : FINAL RESULT

One can think of the meaning-constructors as having input and output ‘ports’ located
at the various f-structure position; assembly consists of connecting inputs to outputs
with hoses that are rather short, and therefore unable to connect inputs and outputs
located at different f-structures. The f-structural origins and destinations of the arrows
are fixed by the meaning-constructors, but how they are paired up at a given f-structure
is an option of assembly (however quantifiers get to choose source and destination, as
we shall see below).

The existence of multiple connections at one f-structure corresponds to the ‘up-
dating’ of meaning-assignments in the standard presentation, whereby an assignent
such ass ; sleep(uther) gets replaced in the course of the deduction withs ;

obvious(sleep(uther)) (c.f. Crouch and van Genabith 1999:120). I think the multiple
connections view is ‘more in the spirit’ of LFG, since it usesthe addition of connections
rather that the updating of assignments, and so is more conceptually monotonic.6

This general approach can clearly extended to complex sentences, including those
with functional control. First consider aseem f-structure:

(15)

h:

















SUBJ g:
[

PRED ‘Uther’
]

PRED ‘Seem(XCOMP)’

XCOMP f :





SUBJ g:
[ ]

PRED ‘Sleep’





















The fact thatUther’s f-structure is doubly connected into the f-structure of the whole
sentence doesn’t present any problem for glue-logic, sincethe uninstantiated construc-
tors can simply be:

(16) uther : ↑∼e

sleep : (↑SUBJ)∼e −◦ ↑∼ t

seem : (↑XCOMP)∼ t −◦ ↑∼ t

which, for appropriate c- and f-structures, will instantiate out to:

(17) uther : g∼e

sleep : g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

seem : f ∼ t −◦ h∼ t

6But the assignment-updating view is also monotonic in the sense that the new assigned value always
contains the material provided in the old one.
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These will link up smoothly, not caring about how many waysUther is linked into the
structure.

try turns out to require a bit more work, including more rules forvalue-assignment.
Unlike seem, try assigns a semantic role to its subject, which is of typee; there is
furthermore an issue as to what the second argument is: is it semantically a propo-
sition (typet, as implicit in the traditional transformational analysis), or an ‘action’
(typee → t, as implicit in the ’VP complement’ analysis)? There is furthermore the
syntactic issue of whether it involves functional or anaphoric control. If we treat it
as involving functional control, and wish to remain within the implicational fragment,
the only available analysis is the one proposed in Asudeh (?, ?), where from the point
of view of semantic composition, the complement is a ’semantic VP’ (it is however
possible to have the underlying semantic primitive relate an entity and a proposition,
by means of internal application of the meaning of the VP to that of its understood
subject). The VP complement is of semantic typee → t, and the other argument, the
tryer, if of course of typee; a workable uninstantiated constructor is:

(18) try : ((↑SUBJ)∼e −◦ (↑XCOMP)∼ t) −◦ (↑SUBJ)∼e −◦ ↑∼ t

With an f-structure such as (19) below, this would result in the instantiated constructor
set (20):

(19)

h:

















SUBJ g:
[

PRED ‘Uther’
]

PRED ‘Try(SUBJ, XCOMP)’

XCOMP f :





SUBJ g:
[ ]

PRED ‘Sleep’





















(20) uther : g∼e

sleep : g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

try : (g∼e −◦ f ∼ t) −◦ g∼e −◦ h∼ t

What we need to make happen is that the entire meaning-constructor ofsleep serve as
the first argument oftry, so that that ofUther can serve as the second argument oftry.

And sincesleep has negativee at g, and positivet at f , we will need the opposite
polarities for thee andt in the first argument oftry, and we will need an appropriate
value-assignment rule. It’s not hard to provide the polarity rules: the one we have
for implications is applying to positive ones (whole meaning-constructors, and their
consequents), whereas this implication is negative (because it’s the antecedent of a
positive implication). So these polarity rules for negative implications appear to be
needed:

(21) a. The polarity of the antecedent of a negative implication is positive.

b. The polarity of the consequent of a negative implication is negative.

It should now be obvious how to do a hookup, so how do we calculate the content?
On a ‘semantic VP analysis’, the content we want for the first argument oftry is

λx.sleep(x), equivalent to justsleep. We can get it with the following two principles
(a. due to de Groote, b. to Perrier):
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(22) a. The value of a positive antecedent is a new symbol, notused previously in
the calculation of values.

b. If the value of the antecedent of a negative implication isξ, and the value of
its consequent isΦ, thenξ must occur free inΦ, and the value of the whole
implication isλξ.Φ.

The calculation of values would start with an arrangement like this:

(23) uther : g∼e

+
uther

sleep : g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

− + +
sleep

try : (g∼e −◦ f ∼ t) −◦ g∼e −◦ h∼ t

+ − − + − + +
try

After hooking upsleepand try, and calculating values, we would get (arbitrarily as-
sumingx as the new symbol assigned as value to the postitiveg∼e position oftry):

(24) uther : g∼e

+
uther

sleep : g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

− + +
x sleep sleep(x)

try : (g∼e −◦ f ∼ t) −◦ g∼e −◦ h∼ t

+ − − + − + +
x λx.sleep(x) sleep(x) try try(sleep)

= sleep

It is now straightforward to finish up the connections so as toget the final result
try(sleep)(uther). If we want a more traditional representation withtry relating an indi-
vidual and a proposition, we can use a meaning-term fortry such asλP.λx.try(x, P (x)),
which will yield try(uther, sleep(uther)).

2 Quantifiers

Quantifiers is a likely place for people to lose the plot with glue logic (I did, more than
once). The way we think about (count) quantifiers (more precisely, quantificational
determiners) is as relations between sets, which are produced as the extensions of one-
place predicates.somerelates two sets if they have a nonempty overlap,every if the
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first is contained in the second, etc. Thus we use the same technique as we did with
try, but for both arguments, so that the semantic type of a quantificational determiner
is (e → t) → (e → t) → t.

Next, we need to identify the relevant locations for contentto be delivered to and
collected from. By convention, common nouns are treated as acceptinge-input at an
attribute of (the f-structures of) nouns calledVAR, and producingt output at another
nominal attribute calledRESTR.7 We’ll follow this convention for now. And as an aid
to intelligibility, in instantiated structures we’ll refer to sayg’s VAR-value asgv, g’s
RESTR-value asgr, etc.

So the instantiated constructor for a common noun such asknight might be:

(25) knight : (gv∼e) −◦ gr∼ t

For a proper match-up, the constructor forevery will have to start out this way:

(26) every : (gv∼e −◦ gr∼ t) −◦ . . .

Thegv ∼ e position in the quantifier will now be positive, and able to connect to the
matchinggv ∼ e position in the nominal, and vice-versa for the twogr ∼ t positions.
And, by our value-calculation rules, the value assigned to the consequent ofevery’s
main connective (represented in (26) by. . .) will be every(knight), as illustrated in the
following partial structure:

(27) g∼e −◦ g∼ t

x knight knight(x)

(g∼e −◦ g∼ t) −◦ . . .

x knight knight(x) every every(knight)

The next step is a bit more challenging; what we need to do is create a one-place
predicate from the syntactic environment of the quantified NP, so that for example in
a sentence such asevery knight sleeps, the one-place predication tested for containing
the extension ofknightwill be sleep, whereas inevery knight seems to sleep, there will
be an additional possibility,λx.seem(sleep(x)).

For thee-type argument, the specification will obviously beg ∼ e: the positive of
the quantifier sends to the negative at the subject-positionof the verb. We then need
to collectt-content to send back to the quantifier, from some location containing the
subject. One might think that that some kind of complicated machinery was required to
do this, perhaps involving functional uncertainty, but actually something quite simple
will suffice for basic coverage: just use a variable (understood as universally quantified)
for the f-structure position, both of the second input to thequantifier and its final output.
So a final formulation of the meaning-constructor forevery might be:

(28) every : ((↑VAR)∼e −◦ (↑RESTR)∼ t) −◦ (↑∼e −◦ H∼ t) −◦ H∼ t

In a one-clause context, the rest of our structure might be start out like this:

7In the standard presentation, these attributes are locatedon the semantic projection rather than f-structure
itself.
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(29) (g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

sleep

. . . (g∼e −◦ f ∼ t) −◦ f ∼ t

every(knight)

Finishing the hookup and value-propagations, we would get:

(30) g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

y sleep sleep(y)

. . . (g∼e −◦ f ∼ t) −◦ f ∼ t

y sleep sleep(y) every(knight) every(knight)(sleep)
(FINAL OUTPUT)

If we want a more conventional-looking representation withexplicit variable-binding,
we can get that too, by formulating theevery-constructor like this:

(31) λP.λQ.every(x, P (x), Q(x)) : ((↑VAR)∼e −◦ (↑RESTR)∼ t)−◦
(↑∼e −◦ H∼ t) −◦ H∼ t

With this constructor, the final result will beevery(x, knight(x), sleep(x)).
A worry might be that we choose a wrong f-structure to identify H with; the only

possiblity here isg. But if you check this out you’ll see that this doesn’t allow an
acceptable value-assignment in accord with the rules, because nothing will produce
t-content atg that contains the variable that is assigned tog ase-content. In general
turns out that (21b) suppressesa priori hopeless readings (a point developed at length
in Dalrymple et al. 1999).

Now what about a more complex structure with scope ambiguity, such as that of
every knight seems to sleep? Here the instantiated constructors might be:

(32) knight : gv∼e −◦ gr∼ t

every : (gv∼e −◦ gr∼ t) −◦ (g∼e −◦ H∼ t) −◦ H∼ t

sleep : g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

seem : f ∼ t −◦ h∼ t

The hookup of the first (compound) argument ofeveryto knight proceeds as before,
but now we have two viable choices to identifyH with, f andh. If you calculate
the values, you see that the first corresponds to a narrow-scope reading, the second to
wide. In terms of content-flow, with the narrow scope reading, the quantifier collects
the output of thesleep-predication fromf , compares it with theknight predication,
and then collects the result and sends it for processing byseem. With the wide-scope
reading, the output ofsleepproceeds onward toseem, and then the result ofseem-sleep
(λx.seem(sleep(x))) is compared toknight.

So seem works out, but what abouttry? What we need to be sure of here is that
we get only wide scope, not narrow. This turns out to be the case. The instantiated
constructors might be as below, where we’ve already combined everyandknight:
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(33) every(knight) : (g∼e −◦ H∼ t) −◦ H∼ t

sleep : g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

try : (g∼e −◦ f ∼ t) −◦ g∼e −◦ h∼ t

The attempt to construct a narrow-scope reading will fail, because if we hook upsleep
to thee → t argument ofevery(knight), there won’t be any way to finish the hookup,
since the negativef ∼ t of try won’t be able to get matched up to anything whose con-
tent contains the value of the positive antecedentg∼e. But for the wide-scope reading,
sleepserves as thee → t argument oftry, the quantified NP sends itse ‘subsidiary’ out-
put, say,y, to thee argument oftry(sleep), the resultknight(y) is fed back to the ‘paired
subsidiary input’ (negativeH ∼ t, paired with the quantified NP’s positivee∼ t), and
the final result emerges asevery(knight)(try(sleep)), which is what is wanted. Or, with
more traditional meaning terms, we’d getevery(x, knight(x), try(x, sleep(x))).

Various more complex problems of quantifier scope are handled correctly by the
theory, such as the celebrated five readings ofEvery representative of a company saw a
sample (Dalrymple et al. 1999). This is significant, because naive schemes of quantifier
scope interpretation by ‘extraction’ tend to produce linguistically impossible structures
in which quantifiers are applied to structures that don’t contain the variables they bind.

3 Connections to Deduction

Although we have been presenting this account of glue logic within a ‘content flow’
interpretation, it is useful to get some grasp on the deductive formulation as well, es-
pecially for understanding ways in which several constructors can be thought of as
combining into one, by means of the logical rule of Modus Ponens. There is a corre-
spondence between the structures of proof nets, which are what we get by hooking up
the positive and negative literals in accordance with the rules, and deductive steps. The
simplest-to-understand equivalence is to the ‘Gentzen sequent’ formulation of deduc-
tions, but this formulation tends to strike people as ratherunintuitive (see Crouch and
van Genabith (2000) for details). Here I will informally sketch some useful connections
between proofnet hookups and ‘natural deduction’ proofs using Modus Ponens and Hy-
pothetical Conditional (assuming an arbitrary premise, drawing some conclusions, and
finally discharging the premise to derive an implicational result without assumption).
These are also known as Implication Elimination and Introduction; such a system is
presented accessibly and used in Asudeh and Crouch (2002).

One useful fact is that in the intuitionistic implicationalfragment, every meaning-
constructor is of the following form:

(34) A0 −◦ . . . An −◦ C

whereC is not an implication, and it is possible for there to be noAi (e.g. a
proper name constructor).

We can call theAi the ‘arguments’ andC the ‘(final) result’.
So one useful result is the following:

(35) Correctly connecting every literal of a constructorM1 with every literal in the
first argument of another constructorM2 is equivalent to applying Modus Po-
nens to produce a ‘derived constructor’ whose glue side is the consequent of the
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first implication ofM2, and whose meaning side is the result of applying the
meaning-side ofM2 (a function) to the meaning side ofM1 (the argument).

Indeed, we have already illustrated this principle with theapplication of theevery con-
structor to theknight constructor to produce anevery(knight) constructor.

For a sentence with subject quantification, such asevery knight sleeps, the intransi-
tive verb meaning can be used in the same way as the second argument of the quantifi-
cational determiner, but object quantification, or wide-scopeseem, requires a different
treatment. We illustrate the former case because we haven’tdiagrammed it yet. Here
are possible instantiated constructors forGwen likes every knight, with polarities and
initial values assigned, and the object quantifier and determiner already assembled.
Since the initial values are shown, we don’t need to include the left-hand-sides (mean-
ing terms):

(36) g∼e

+
gwen

(h∼e −◦ H∼ t) −◦ H∼ t

+ − − + +
every(knight)

h∼e −◦ g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

− + − + +
likes

The (only) hookup works as follows: the quantifier’s positive h ∼ e is assigned a
novel symbol, sayx, by (21a), and is then connected to the verb’s negativeh ∼ e,
and gwen’s positive h ∼ e would also be connected to the verb’s negativeh ∼ e,
leading tolike(x)(gwen) as the value of the verb’s final output. This gets piped into
the quantifier’s negativeH∼ t (thereby identifyingH with f ), resulting in final output
of every(knight)(λx.like(x)(gwen)) for the quantifier and the whole sentence (where
the quantifier’s output goes, sinceH = f ).

The step of creating a novel value corresponds to the deductive step of making an
assumption, the first step in the deductive strategy of Hypothetical Deduction, or Impli-
cation Introduction. Propagation steps where the propagated value contains this value
as a free variable correspond to deduction steps that dependon this assumption, and
finally lambda-binding (21b) corresponds to the final stage of the strategy, discharging
the hypothesis, by introducing an implication/function. Observe how the constraint in
(21b) that the value of the antecedent must appear free in thevalue of the consequent
corresponds to the constraint on Implication Introductionwhereby a premise that is
discharged must have actually been used in the production ofthe consequent.

A final point is how to satisfy a non-first argument of a predicate: what is the
deductive counterpart of drawing a line from a positivee to the second argument of a
two-place predicate, while the first is still unconnected?
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(37) lance : g∼e

+
lance

like : h∼e −◦ g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

− + − + +
like

This corresponds to using Implication Introduction to temporarily satisfy the first ar-
gument, then Modus Ponens to satisify the second argument (that is, drawing a line
to the now-first argument of the verb), and finally discharging the hypothesis to derive
λy.like(y)(lance) as the content of the partially assembled result. We are now ready to
take on the analysis of prenominal modifiers.

4 Prenominal Modifiers

Since the glue-terms of common nouns are of the formgv ∼ e −◦ gr ∼ t, we expect
prenominal modifiers to act as if they had glue terms such as(gv ∼ e −◦ gr ∼ t) −◦
gv∼e−◦ gr∼ t, however these are to be produced. Of the various kinds of prenominal
modifiers, one that has been rather problematical for LFG arethe ‘scoping adjectives’
such aspurported, alleged, former andself-styled, which seem to apply as operators to
all of the material between themselves and the head N, and optionally to a continuous
segment of the material after it:

(38) a. An alleged Russian racketeer

b. an alleged Racketeer from Russia

c. a self-styled former entrepreneur from Mountain View

d. a former self-styled entrepreneur.

The problem for LFG is that all of these various modifiers would be standardly analysed
as members of a set-valuedADJUNCT attribute of the f-structure of the NP, leaving no
clear account of the rather obvious way in which the interpretation seem to depend on
the constituent structure (Andrews 1983).

Andrews and Manning (1993) proposed to account for this by introducing an ad-
ditional projection, which they called ‘argument-structure’, wherein the prenominal
modifiers are in effect the heads (with the same arguments structure correspondents as
their containingNs), and the argument-structures of the followingNs bear an attribute
calledARG. Using the subscript notation for projections introduced in Kaplan (1995),
we might have a rule like this for expandingN:

(39) N → AP
↑α = ↓α

↓φ ∈ (↑φ ADJUNCT)

N
(↑α ARG)= ↓α

↑φ = ↓φ

13



Note how the AP is the head w.r.t theα-projection (a-structure projection), while the
N is the head for theφ-projection (f-structure projection).

Now in the full structure for, say,an alleged racketeer, we would have f- and a-
structures like this, where I’ve writtenPRED-features into both to make it clearer what
the relationships are (although I suspect thatPRED-features as standardly understood
don’t exist at all, and their presence in f-structure will beseen to cause problems):

(40) a. f-structure:

g :











SPEC INDEF

ADJUNCT

{

h :
[

PRED ‘Alleged’
]

}

PRED ‘Racketeer’











b. a-structure:

a :





PRED ‘Alleged’

ARG b :
[

PRED ‘Racketeer’
]





To benefit from the articulation of the a-structure, which more closely follows the rel-
evant features of the c-structure, our basic trick will be tolocate thet-type content at
the a-structure rather than the f-structure.

This allows us to dispense with theRESTRattribute, so that we can reformulate N
constructors as follows:

(41) racketeer : (↑φ VAR)∼e −◦ ↑α∼ t

Quantifier constructors will have to be correspondingly altered to something like this:

(42) a : ((↑φ VAR)∼e −◦ ↑α∼ t) −◦ (↑φ∼e −◦ Hφ∼ t) −◦ Hφ∼ t

(Assuming without justification that thet content of sentences is still located at the
f-structure). And for the operator adjectives such asalleged, something like this will
do:

(43) alleged : (↑α ARG)∼ t −◦ ↑α∼ t

In the structure partially depicted in (40), the constructors ofalleged, racketeerand the
quantifier will instantiate out to:

(44) alleged : b∼ t −◦ a∼ t

racketeer : gv∼e −◦ b∼ t

a : (gv∼e −◦ a∼ t) −◦ (g∼e −◦ Hφ∼ t) −◦ Hφ∼ t

It is now possible to hook up the positivegv∼e of the quantifier to the negative one of
racketeer, thenracketeer’s positiveb∼ t to alleged’s negative one, and finally the latter
positivea∼ t to the quantifier’s negative one. As a result, the consequentof the main
−◦ of the quantifier will get the valuea(λx.alleged(racketeer(x))), which is what we
want.

alleged is plausibly of the basic semantic typet → t, which in this environment can
act as if it were of type(e → t) → (e → t) (leaving in some unnecessary parentheses

14



to emphasize that this is the type of a mapping from properties to properties), but some
other scoping adjectives, such asconfessed, must basically be of this latter type. So a
confessed racketeer is somebody who has confessed that theyare or at least have been
a racketeer. A plausible constructor, using the meaning of the verb to produce that of
the adjective, would be:

(45) λP.λx.confess(x, P (x)) : (((ADJUNCT↑φ) VAR)∼e −◦ (↑α ARG)∼ t)−◦
((ADJUNCT↑φ) VAR)∼e −◦ ↑α∼ t

Here we’ve used iofu to take advantage of the relative ‘flatness’ of the f-structure (and
have assumed that set-membership is transparent to iofu designators); if all of the
prenominal modifiers are members of the adjunct set, then there won’t be a problem
with thee-content for nesting examples such asformer self-styled racketeer, etc. Hav-
ing multiple projections thus lets us have our cake one way for thee-content, and in a
different way for thet-content. In a suitable structure, the constructors fora confessed
racketeer will instantiate to:

(46) racketeer : gv∼e −◦ b∼ t

a : (gv∼e −◦ a∼ t)−◦
(g∼e −◦ Hφ∼ t) −◦ Hφ∼ t

λP.λx.confess(x, P (x)) : (gv∼e −◦ b∼ t) −◦ gv∼e −◦ a∼ t

delivering a final result ofa(λx.confess(x, racketeer(x))), which is what is wanted.
We have now achieved the main goal, of getting an analysis of scoping adjectives

with conventional rather than restriction projections, but there is still plenty to do. One
important task is to integrate the treatment of these adjectives with the ‘intersective’ ad-
jectives such asbig andSwedish, treated on the basis of much previous work in Dalrym-
ple (2000).8 These kinds of adjectives can occur predicatively as well asprenominally,
and in prenominal position seem to specify a predication that applies conjunctively
with that of the head nominal:

(47) a. A big elephant walked in.

b. The elephant that walked in was big.

c. A Swedish student yawned.

d. The student that yawned was Swedish.

Simple prenominal occurrences can be dealt with by a constructor with the same glue
term asconfessed, and a meaning-term such as for exampleλP.λx.and(big(x), P(x)).

But a problem, noted by Kasper (1995), arises when such adjectives are modified
by ‘proposition-modifying’ adverbs such aspossibly, obviously andpresumably:

(48) a. a possibly Swedish student yawned

b. a presumably large elephant broke into the storehouse

c. an obviously daft proposal was endorsed.

8These are different subclasses, gradable vs. nongradable,but this difference is irrelevant here.
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The problem is that the adverbs appear to modify the content of the adjective, but not
the head noun: a possibly Swedish student is a student whose nationality isn’t known
with certainty, not someone whose studenthood is in doubt.

Within LFG, the only presently extant solution to this problem is to have two con-
structors for these adjectives (Dalrymple 2000:265-269, mirroring Kasper’s HPSG so-
lution). One is of semantic typee → t, and provides something for the propositional
adverbs to work on, while the second converts thee → t constructor, perhaps as modi-
fied by an adverb, to an intersective(e → t) → (e → t) one.

There are unfortunately quite a number of ways to implement an analysis of this
kind. One issue is whether or not the second constructor should be introduced in the
lexicon, or ‘syncategorematically’ by the PS rules. It’s unclear what the empirical ef-
fects of this difference might be, although the syncategorematic version wouldn’t need
to use iofu, while the lexical version would. Another issue is related to an empirical
phenomenon, which is the status of recursive adverbial modification. Kasper notes that
there can be recursive adverbial modification in these constructions:

(49) a. a deliberately obviously insulting proposal

b. an apparently deliberately obviously insulting proposal

He proposes, and Dalrymple adopts, a left-branching analysis whereby the semanti-
cally topmost adverb is the most deeply embedded:an [[[[ apparently] deliberately]
obviously] insulting] proposal. But this treatment ignores the fact that with adverbs
modifying sentences rather than adjectives, non-degree modification by other adverbs
seems to be impossible:

(50) a. They (*deliberately) obviously insulted the envoy.

b. They very obviously insulted the envoy.

Degree modification is arguably rather different from otherkinds of modification, in-
volving a degree argument of gradable adjects, as discussedbriefly by Dalrymple, cit-
ing more extensive work by Kennedy (1999) and others.

Setting aside degree modification, the fact that recursive adverbial modification
applies only to adjectives suggests that the recursion is a characteristic of the AdjP
rather than of the AdvP, allowing us to propose a right-branching structure where the
c-structure nesting is more in accord with the scope:

(51) an [apparently [deliberately [obviously [insulting]]]] proposal

Indeed, if we have a rule of the general form AdjP→ AdvP AdjP, the syntactic struc-
ture and semantic composition of these adverbs can be parallel to that of the scoping
adjectives, which they resemble. This would be a theoretical improvement, because
ultimately we want the ‘rules’ to be to the greatest extent possible the products of prin-
ciples; this goal will be advanced if rules with similar semantic effects are formally
similar as well.

A right-embedding rule employing anα-projection, similar to the one for scoping
adjectives, could look like this:
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(52) AdjP → AdvP
↑α = ↓α

↓φ ∈ (↑φ ADJUNCT)

AdjP
(↑α ARG)= ↓α

↑φ = ↓φ

This has the same overall form as our rule for introducing scoping adjectives, except
it expands AdjP rather thanN, and introduces an a-structure head/f-structure adjunct
AdvP rather than an AdjP. In line with the literature onX-theory, it would clearly be
plausible to increase the resemblance by treating AdjP and AdvP as variants of some
kind of AP category, distinguished by an additional featurewhich would be dependent
on whether the AP was modifying anN or not.

The resemblance extends to the meaning-constructors for the adverbs, which would
have glue terms such as(↑α ARG) ∼ t−◦ ↑α∼ t, identical to what was proposed for
alleged. If the modified adjective’s first meaning constructor is given the glue-term
((ADJ↑φ) VAR) ∼ e−◦ ↑α∼ t, then the adjective and adverb will combine to yield a
result of the form(f VAR) ∼ e −◦ a ∼ t, wheref is the f-structure of the whole NP,
anda is the a-structure of the AdjP. Likewise, right-branching stacks of adverbially
modified AdjPs will work out to deliver an appropriate meaning-constructor for the
topmost AdjP.

So now we have to combine the meanings of the AdjP and theN. One question is
what is the a-structure integration of theN and its modifying AdjP and daughterN? An
obvious idea is that it should be the same as that found with the scoping adjectives: the
AdjP would be the head and theN theARG. But this won’t combine properly with our
proposed treatment of the adverbs, since these are the a-structure heads of the AdjPs,
taking the a-structure of their sister AdjP asARG-value, and this proposal would put
the headN under the scope of the adverb, which is definitely not what wewant.

Fortunately there is some additional counter-evidence. Andrews and Manning
(1993) point out that prenominal intersective/degree adjectives can appear in what Ma-
tushansky (2002:13) calls ‘asyndetic coordination’, in sequence separated by comma-
pause, which is not available for scoping adjectives:

(53) a. a ruthless, unscrupulous property developer

b. *a former, self-proclaimed moral guardian

Matushansky adduces some evidence from degree modificationthat such adjective se-
quences ought to form some sort of constituent:

(54) a. a very/less cold rainy day

b. an utterly ruthless unscrupulous property developer

The claim is that the degree modifiers modify both adjectives. I find this rather dubious,
and more significantly, note the absence of such an apparent constituent in any other
position, including postnominal modification:

(55) books yellow with age *(and) moldy with neglect were scattered around the de-
serted cabin.
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So I will continue to follow Andrews and Manning (1993) in supposing that the se-
quences of AP’s are being introduced in a flat structure as multiple sisters toN.

The effect we need to produce is that a collection ofe → t semantic types are
combined ‘conjunctively’ to produce ane → t semantic type. We can acheive this by
imitating the analysis of coordination in Asudeh and Crouch(2002). In their analy-
sis, the meaning of the final conjunct is taken as a ‘seed value’, of which the others
function as modifiers. We can use the meaning of the headN as seed by having it
be the a-structure head as well as the f-structural one. Thenfor the AdjPs, we can
use a ‘syncategorematic’ meaning-constructor introducedby the PS- rules, such as the
following:

(56) λQ.λP.λx.and(P (x), Q(x)) :
((↑φ VAR)∼e −◦ ↓α∼ t) −◦

((↑φ VAR)∼e −◦ ↑α∼ t) −◦ (↑φ VAR)∼e −◦ ↑α∼ t

This looks rather intimidating, but all it says is ‘take the meaning of the daughter, and
use it as an intersective modifier of the meaning of the mother.’ If this constructor is
associated with the Kleene-starred AdjP in a rule like:

(57) N → AdjP*
↓φ ∈ (↑φ ADJUNCT)

N
↑φ = ↓φ

↑α = ↓α

then the meanings of the AdjPs and the daughterN will combine as desired to produce
an appropriate meaning for the motherN.

It would also be possible to reformulate the constructor (56) so that it would work as
a second constructor introduced in the lexicon, as in Dalrymple’s analysis; this would
require introducing some functional uncertainty and perhaps use of inverse projections
(depending on whether and how the AdjP’s a-structure was integrated into that of the
containingN).

This is as far as I will take the development of prenominal adjectives here; the next
step would be to investigate degree modification, especially the sorts of phenomena
studied by Bresnan (1973) and many others since, most recently Matushansky (2002).
But what we have seen so far suffices to show how glue logic can do the work proposed
for restriction projections by Andrews and Manning (1999).

An important point is that this analysis requires a significant change in how glue-
logic-based semantic assembly operates: in the standard conception, it assembles things
found on a single projection, the semantic projection. On this assumption, we face the
problem of integrating semantically-relevant information present on different projec-
tions, as discussed by Andrews and Manning, and problems arise for which restriction
projections provide a solution. It is only by abandoning thesemantic projection and
allowing meaning to be located at both f- and a-structure projections (and perhaps other
places as well) that we can use glue-logic to solve the integration problem, and revert
to the standard locational projections of Kaplan (1995). Inthe next and last section of
the paper I will take a quick look at some of the issues which arise in extending the
present approach to the analyses of complex predicate constructions in Andrews and
Manning (1999).
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5 Complex Predicates

Complex predicates are constructions in which several apparent surface verbs appear
to function as one unit for some syntactic purposes; in particular they seem to share
a single array of grammatical relations. One problem they pose for LFG is that their
semantic interpretation sometimes seems to respect a c-structure tree (Alsina 1997)
that is considerably more articulated that the f-structure. This phenomenon can be
illustrated by the following examples from Catalan:

(58) a. Li
Him.DAT

acabo
I.finish

de
of

fer
make

llegir
read

la
the

carta
map

‘I finish making him read the map.’

b. Li
Him.DAT

faig
I.make

acabar
finish

de
of

llegir
read

la
the

carta
map

‘I make him finish reading the map.’

Manning (1992) and Alsina (1993) argue for a rightward-branching c-structure for this
construction in Romance, in which each V is followed by a VP dominating the remain-
ing Vs, as well as any NP or PP objects at the end. Andrews and Manning (1999)
argued that restriction projections were necessary for a satisfactory analysis of these
constructions, but since the situation is quite similar to that with scoping modifiers,
one would expect a similar glue logic alternative to be possible. This appears to be
the case, but there are some additional factors with complexpredicates, such as linking
rules and the behavior of adverbs.

We illustrate the approach by representing the tree and relevant skeletal f- and a-
structures for a typical Catalan example:

(59) el
the

mestre
teacher

fa
makes

llegir
read

un
a

poema
poem

al
by-the

nen
child

The teacher makes the child read a poem

The tree-nodes are subscripted with indexes for their f- anda-structure correspondents
in the structures below:

(60) a. c-structure: Sφ:f,α:a

NPφ:g

el mestre

VPφ:f,α:a

Vφ:f,α:a

fa

VPφ:f,α:b

Vφ:f,α:b

llegir

NPφ:h

un poema

PPφ:i

al nen
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b. f-structure:

f :



































SUBJ g:

[

SPEC DEF
PRED ‘Mestre’

]

PRED ‘Far-llegir’ (??)

OBJ2 h:

[

SPEC INDEF
PRED ‘Poema

]

OBJ i:







SPEC DEF
CASE DAT
PRED ‘Nen









































c. a-structure:
a:





PRED ‘Far’

ARG b:
[

PRED ‘Llegir’
]





Note the problem with thePRED-feature of the main f-structuref : if we assume that
both the causative and causee verb are contributing aPRED-feature, then these are ex-
pected to clash; since in this presentation thePRED-features play no clear theoretical
role, I’ve just combined them with a hyphen (my serious proposal is thatPRED-features
as standardly conceived don’t exist, and that what they roughly correspond to in real-
ity9 is not located in f-structure). I’ve also assumed an analysis whereby dative ob-
jects in Romance are taken to be dative OBJ, combining aspects of Simpson’s (1991)
treatmeant of case in Warlpiri, and Alsina’s (1996) analysis of Romance. Nothing is
supposed to depend on this.

What does matter is how to get a reasonable semantic interpretation out of the
two feature-structures. We retain the idea that the nominale content is delivered to
the f-structure nodes, however to make use of the a-structure, we’ll clearly have to
suppose that thet-content delivered by verbs goes to a-structure rather thanf-structure,
which seems reasonable since thet-content of common nouns goes there too. So our
next problem is to provide a linking theory. The arguments ofLlegir are theOBJ and
the OBJ2, so we want things to work out as if there were the following instantiated
meaning-constructor:

(61) llegir : h∼e −◦ i∼e −◦ b∼ t

Fa on the other hand is a bit more complicated, because the normal interpretation of
such a sentence would haveal nen serving both as the acted-upon argument offa
and the understood subject ofllegir; this is basically the same idea as the meaning-
constructor fortry, except that the semantically shared argument is the objectrather
than the subject: the following constructor will do:

(62) far : (i∼e −◦ b∼ t) −◦ i∼e −◦ g∼e −◦ a∼ t

How are these constructors to be produced?

9Morphologically relevant ‘tags’ which indicate for example that the verbs ‘motional go’ (John went to
Braidwood) and ‘expressive go’ (John went ‘oops’) have the same morphology.
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There are various possibilities; one is to use the argument-structure scheme from
Andrews and Manning (1999), in particular theTERMS-list idea (Andrews and Man-
ning discuss and argue against some alternatives). This proposal is that intermedi-
ate between grammatical relations and semantic roles is an ordered list of argument-
positions, accessed as the value of the a-structure attribute TERMS, with the empirical
proporties proposed in Manning (1996) and other work. Ordinary verbs have a ‘closed’
TERMS-list that can’t be extended, but the lexical entries of ‘light verbs’ (those whose
semantically subordinate verbs form a complex predicate rather than serve as a comple-
ment) have open-ended ones that combine with those of theirARG-values to produce
a combinedTERMS-list for the whole structure. The idea of combiningTERMS-lists is
motivated by the observation that the arguments of complex predicates typically take
grammatical relation arrays similar or identical to those of single predicates; the order-
ing of arguments imposed by theTERMS-list seems to provide a useful intermediary
stage between semantic roles and grammatical relations.

Positions on theTERMS-list are conveniently notated asTERMS.1, TERMS.2, etc.
So the uninstantiated constructor forllegir would now become:

(63) llegir : (↑α TERMS.2)∼e −◦ (↑α TERMS.1)∼e −◦ ↑α∼ t

This would function in the context of a revised a-structure for (59):

(64)

a:













PRED ‘Far’
TERMS < t1, t2, . . . >

ARG b:

[

PRED ‘Llegir’
TERMS < t2, . . . >

]













where the< t2, . . . > portion of thea-TERMS-list is supposed to be the same object
as the entireb-TERMS-list. To get the desired combination of theTERMS-lists, we can
put the following equation in the lexical entry offar:

(65) (↑α TERMS TAIL) = (↑α ARG TERMS)

(assuming a LISP/Prolog-style right-branching tree representation ofTERMS-lists).
Now the following uninstantiated meaning-constructor will work for far:

(66) far : ((↑α TERMS.2)∼e −◦ (↑α ARG)∼ t)−◦
(↑α TERMS.2)∼e −◦ (↑α TERMS.1)∼e −◦ ↑α∼ t

What remains is to get thee-content from the f-structure to the a-structure; the obvious
way to do it in this context is to use meaning-constructors aslinking rules. The follow-
ing collection will do the job (semantic type information omitted due to irrelevance):

(67) λx.x : (↑φ SUBJ)−◦ (↑α TERMS.1)
λx.x : (↑φ OBJ)−◦ (↑α TERMS.2)
λx.x : (↑φ OBJ2)−◦ (↑α TERMS.3)

To develop this approach properly, we would have to investigate how these constructors
would get added to those for the sentence, an issue we won’t examine here.
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Instead we will look at the interpretation of adverbs, in particular the somewhat
surprising fact that adverbs in complex predicates are frequently capable of modifying
either the upper or the lower predicate, even when their c-structure position appears to
be within the lower VP (Alex Alsina p.c., cited in Manning (1992) and Andrews and
Manning (1999:55, 126)):

(68) a. He
I have

fet
made

beure
drink

el
the

vi
wine

a contracor
againstx’s will

a
to

la
the

Maria.
Mary

‘I have made Mary drink the wine against her/my will.’

b. Volia
I wanted

tastar
to taste

amb molt d’interès
with much interest

la cuina tailandesa
the cuisine Thai

‘I wanted to taste Thai food with much interest.’
(with with much interest most naturally modifyingwant)

This actually works out better with restriction projections than in the present approach,
but we can still get a tolerable analysis by using inverse projections. In order for there
to be an ambiguity, the adverb should presumably be attachedto the structure as an f-
structuralADJUNCT, which will give it a relationship to both verbs. But it then must be
capable of applying to thet-value of either of the two a-structures that will correspond
to that f-structure under the composite relationφ−1α (if f is the f-structure that the
adverb isADUNCT of, thenφ−1(f) is any c-structure nodec that hasf as its f-structure
correspondent, andα(c) is that c-structure node’s a-structure correspondent). Soa
constructor like this will work (assuming thata contracor maps ‘actions’ (semantic
VPs) onto actions:

(69) acontracor : ((A TERMS.1)∼e −◦ A∼ t) −◦ (A TERMS.1)∼e −◦ A∼ t

whereA = α(φ−1((ADJUNCT↑φ)))

This is rather awkward; hopefully further work will reveal acleaner way to it. One
possibility would be to have the adverbial meaning-constructor work on the a-structure
of the AdvP:

(70) acontracor : ((↑α TERMS.1)∼e −◦ ↑α∼ t) −◦ (↑α TERMS.1)∼e −◦ ↑α∼ t

There would then be an additional annotation, perhaps introduced syncategoremati-
cally with the AdvP, which identified the AdvP’s a-structurewith some a-structure in
α(φ−1(φ(↑)):

(71) VP → V . . . AdvP
↓α = α(φ−1(φ(↑)))

. . .

Yet another possibility would be to have each VP introduce a pair of meaning-constructors,
one shifting the content from the VP’s a-structure to it’s f-structure, another shifting it
back:

(72) λx.x : ↑α −◦ ↑φ

λx.x : ↑φ −◦ ↑α
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This allows for two classes of modifiers, one type constrained by the a-structure, an-
other only by the f-structure, and able to have its application freely interleaved with the
former type.

So there are too many possibilities, and too little empirical guidance on which one
to choose, but perhaps more attention to the literature on adverb syntax and typology
would provide some illumination.

Appendix A: Anaphora

In this section I briefly sketch an approach to extending the content-flow interpretation
of glue logic to anaphora. The treatment of anaphora seems tome to be rather more
difficult than that of basic predicate-argument structure and quantification, and it may
be that content-flow doesn’t make it very much easier, but it still seems worthwhile
trying to work out how it could be done. We basically adapt thealgebraic formulations
of de Groote (1999) to produce logical forms, without proving the results that show
that we have a correctness criterion for proofnets (if we want one, we can just use de
Groote’s). Unlike the main text of this paper, this appendixdoes not purport to be
readable independently of Dalrymple (2000).

The treatment of anaphora involves a new class of locations for content-delivery,
which are represented as n-tuples of f-structures, enclosed in angle-brackets. E.g.
< g, h >. The values of such locations are then n-tuples of meanings,for ordinary
pronouns they’d bee-type meanings, such as say< X, david> (variables introduced
by certain quantifiers such as ’some’ get to function in effect as names in later dis-
course. In a deductive formulation, two location-value pairs are equivalent if they can
be mapped onto each other by applying the same permutation toboth sides; this effect
can be captured in the content-flow interpretation by allowing one location to be linked
to another if the f-structure-list in one can be permuted into the f-structure-list of the
other, the values being permuted likewise. This implies that the distinct locations are
actually multi-sets, rather than n-tuples. Considerable use is made of list-variables,
like C, something like< g, C > denotes a list with first memberg and remainderC(it
might be better to write something like< g|C >, following Prolog conventions). In
linking, these variables can be seen as unifying like Prologvariables.

On the glue side, we’ll also have pairs joined by⊗, where the first member is
always an ordinary f-structure, the second an f-structure sequence; corresponding to
these we’ll have pair-values where the first member is an f-structure value and the
other a list.

A successful hookup will now start with a context list amongst the ordinary con-
structors, represententing the initial context for the sentence, and conclude providing
values for one resultant context list and a meaning for the whole sentence.

A final point is that pronouns are assumed to have referents determined by the value
of theirANTECEDENTattribute, whose value is an f-structure chosen from the context
list, the ultimate effect is that the semantic value of the pronoun comes up identical to
that of its antecedent.

I’ll go through the issues that arise in extending value-calculation by working
through the use of the constructor forsomeone Dalrymple (2000:303-306). A sen-
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tence such assomeone arrived can be used with no preceeding context, so the initial
context list can be<>. On the other hand after it has been said, we can have a pronoun
referring to the person who arrived, so the resultant context-list contains a referent for
someone. An initial set of instantiated constructors mightlook like this (I’ve slightly
modified the meaning-side of thesomeone- constructor):

(73) <> : <>

λC.λS.a(X, person(X), s(S([X, < X, C >]))), x(S([X, < X, C])))
: C0 −◦ ([g∼e⊗ < g, C0 >] −◦ [H∼ t ⊗ C1]) −◦ [H∼ t ⊗ C1]

arrive : g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

We can begin by hooking up the initial context to the first argument ofsomeone. The
effect of this is to identifyC0 with <>, so that the constructor-set is in effect further
instantiated to:

(74) <> : <>

λC.λS.a(X, person(X), s(S([X, < X, C]))), x(S([X, < X, C])))
: <>−◦([g∼e⊗ < g >] −◦ [H∼ t ⊗ C1]) −◦ [H∼ t ⊗ C1]

arrive : g∼e −◦ f ∼ t

Note that although this instantiation is in effect caused bythe connection of the literals,
there is no direct literal-connection relationship between the two instances ofC0 on the
glue-side ofsomeone.

Now we have to deal with the rather complex second argument ofsomeone. The
polarity principles need to be extended to deal with⊗, and they are rather obvious; the
two components of a positive tensor are both positive, of a negative, negative. This
corresponds to the idea that a something assigned as value toa positive tensor will be
split into two components, each available at one of the premises, while negative tensor
will combine values presented to its premises in order to satisfy a request for a value
at its conclusion. Therefore we will have arrows heading outfrom g∼e and< g > in
the (positive) antecedent, and into theH ∼ t andC1 of the (negative) consequent. The
first members get hooked up to the literals ofarrive, while the two contexts get hooked
up to each other:

(75) <> : <>

λC.λS.a(X, person(X), s(S([X, < X, C]))), x(S([X, < X, C])))
: <>−◦([g∼e⊗< g >] −◦ [H∼ t⊗C1]) −◦ [H∼ t ⊗ C1]

arrive : g∼e−◦f ∼ t

The finalH∼ t andC1 of someoneare then our unconnected final outputs.
So that’s the hookup, what about the values? There’s really two aspects of this, one

that we want the values to be useful logical forms, the other that we want to use them
to provide a correctness criterion for the hookup. I haven’tproved anything about the
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latter point; one could always simply use de Groote’s schemefor that. The utility of
logical forms on the other hand can’t be proved, but only demonstrated in a practical
manner. The big challenge is what to do about complex arguments such as the second
one ofsomeone. By the value-calculation rule so-far, we expect that the antecedent of
this argument, being a positive antecedent of a condition, will be assigned as value a
novel symbol, sayT . The associated glue-term isg∼ e⊗ <>, so we need to produce
values for the first and second component of the tensor, and itwould be good to deal
with cases where the context-list isn’t empty. The crucial idea is that the variableT
is going to be of a type which guarantees that we can perform various operations on
it, in particular we can extract its regular meaning component with the functions, and
it context component with the functionc (corresponding to the left and right square-
root operators of de Groote,semandcxt of Dalrymple (2000)). When the context is
an n-tuple with members, we will also be able to get at those members with projection
functions, which will just be designated with subscripts, e.g. c(T )1 for the first member
of the context-list (which wouldn’t be defined for<>, but would be for< g >.

So the total effect is that the value of the positiveg ∼ e in someonewill be s(T ),
and of< g >, c(T ), or equivalently,< c(T )1 >. The propagation rules then entail that
the negativeH ∼ t of someonegets the valueyawn(s(T )), while the negative< g >

gets the valuec(T ). Then the value calculation rules for negative tensors say that we
build a value for the tensor from those of the right and left components by making a
pair with those components (corresponding to de Groote’s algebraic rule that left and
right square roots ofm multiply to producem). Finally, by lambda-abstraction, the
value of the entire conditional is calculated to be:

(76) λT.[yawn(s(T )), c(T )]

This is what is supplied as argument to the lambda-boundS in thesomeoneconstructor,
where it gets applied to the argument[X, < X, C >], equivalent to[X, < X >] in this
case, so the output of this is then:

(77) [yawn(X), < X >]

To finally get the value forsomeone, we subsitute thes component of this into the ap-
propriate position in the quantificational expression, andreturn the context component
unaltered. The resulting pair becomes the value of the final[H ∼ t⊗ < g >] in the
glue-term ofsomeone, with the meaning and context components getting distributed to
the two subterms by the positive tensor rule.

There are various more complex cases to consider, one of the more complicated
ones is when we have a pronoun in the scope of the quantifier, but not bound by it,
perhaps as insomebodyi forgot hisj name (explaining why a delegation of peasants
petitioning the Beloved Leader were all executed). The variables in the context-list
terms give us (unfortunately, it seems to me) an option in howto hook things up; we can
feed the initial context into the quantifier, and deal with the pronoun while processing
the quantifier’s scope, or do the pronoun first and then the quantifier. The former option
is the more confusing one, so we’ll discuss it. To provide an antecedent for the pronoun,
the initial context-list must be non-empty, say it’s< kim >:< o >. Hooking this up
to the first argument ofsomeonethen gives us a positive antecedent for the second
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argument of the formg ∼ e⊗ < g, o >. Now one might mistakenly think that theo
here would get the valuekim (perhaps the whole thing would have value< X, kim >),
but this would be wrong. Rather the value is[s(T ), < c(T )1, c(T )2 >]. Now when we
crank throught to compute the value of the consequent of the conditional, the pronoun is
processed usingc(T )2 as the semantic value for the pronoun. Only when the semantic
value of the entire argument (a function, represented byS on the meaning-side of the
someone-constructor, does the contexto get associated withkim. Another point is that
in processing the pronoun meaning-constructor (77) (Dalrymple 2000:302), we’ll have
to result to the trick of permuting the items on the context list, to get the reference to
kim into first position.

I think this shows that content-propagation can be applied to anaphora, whether it
will be helpful is another matter.
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